Doubly stochastic measures can be identied with the trace of a pair of (Lebesgue) measure preserving maps of the unit interval to itself.
It has been of traditional interest in probability theory to produce a random vector (or metric space element), which has a given distribution and is dened on a standard space, such as [0;1] endowed with Lebesgue measure. In a classic work, L evy [4, section 23] used an approach based on conditioning. For the purpose of the Skorokhod representation, Billingsley [1, Theorem 3.2] considered the case of random elements of a general metric space. Whitt [11, Lemma 2.7] considered general measures on R n and employed a Borel isomorphism to treat questions of extremal correlation and minimal variance. R uschendorf [8] used a similar approach to consider a general class of optimization problems.
In this note, we re-visit the question of a representing random element in the special case of a doubly stochastic measure on the unit square. First we show the existence of a random element (using essentially Whitt's approach) with a renement to a canonical representation. Then we turn to criteria for extremality of a doubly stochastic measure. Our aim is to provide the reader who is interested in extremality with dierent-looking settings.
This 
For the suciency part, the sets A and B can be specied of the form (01;t].
Example. Consider the doubly stochastic measure which places mass 1=3 uniformly on each of the 3 line segments: (u;u); 1=3 u 1 (u;1=2(u 0 1=3)); 1=3 u 1 (u;2u + 1=3)); 0 u 1=3: This can be parametrized by the pair (;), where 
for all i 6 = j. Dene the random variable : I ! I by
We claim that 01 (B) B 1 : (7) Note that 01 (B) is the -algebra generated by B 1 ; B 2 ; 1 1 1. It is enough to show \in-clusion" from the right in (7), so consider B 0 2 B 1 (by the isomorphism theorem, we can assume that such an arbitrary choice is the image of some D 0 under the isomorphism). Now it is standard that m(D 0 1liminf n!1 D 3 n ) = 0 for a sequence D 3 n in the algebra generated by fD 1 ; D 2 ; 1 1 1g. By the isomorphism, i.e., (4) and (5), it must be that m(B 0 1liminf n!1 B 3 n ) = 0 for the image sequence B 3 n in the algebra generated by fB 1 ; B 2 ; 1 1 1g and hence in 01 (B). 2 3 A Second Characterization
We turn to another way of characterizing extreme (equivalently, non-extreme) doubly stochastic measures. 
